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Figure 1 is a front elevation of one form 
of apparatus embodying m invention with 
a portion of the casing of t e heater broken 
away; . 

Fi ure 2 is a section on the irregular line 
II—- I of Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is an end View; 
Figure 11 is a longitudinal section of the 

separator with one set of distributing pans 
10 broken away; and ~ 

Figure 5 is a detail sectional view showing 
a portion of the connections between the 
heater and the separator. 
My invention has relation to apparatus for 

15 separatino' air and other dissolved gases from 
water and other liquids; and more particu 
larly to apparatus for carrying out the 
method of separation described and claimed 
in my Patent Np. 1,321,999, dated Novem 

29 her 18, 1919. ' ' 
In carrying out the ‘method of said pat 

ent, a large amount of carbonates are released 
in the separator, and thereby cause an accu 
mulation of scale and mud which is necessary 
to be removedat frequent intervals. The 
heating of the water in the heater also pro~ 
duces more or less precipitation, necessitating 
frequent cleaning. Repairs to both the heater 
and separator are sometimes necessary. In 
carryin out the method, it is essential that it 
should e as continuous in its operation as 
possible. , 

The present invention is designed to ro 
vide apparatus of the character describe , in 
which the method may be continuously car 
ried out, notwithstanding cleaning. and re 
pairing operations; and to this end, the in 
vention consists in providing the heater and 
separator with a plurality of compartments, 
together with connections for the several com 
partments so constructed and arran ed that 

_ any ‘desired compartment can be 1so ated or 
cut_out of operation without effecting the 
operation of the remaining compartments. 
The invention also comprises various other 

features of construction and'arrangement of 
parts, which are of advantage in the proper 
use of the system, as will be hereinafter more 
particularly, pointed out. _ . ' - _ 

a ' In the accompanying drawings, 1n which 
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Serial No. 437,839. 

I have shown a preferred embodiment of m 
invention and which will now be describe , 
the numeral 1 designates a heater which is 
divided into two compartments by a parti 
tion plate 2. 3 is, an inlet chamber for ad- 55 
mitting steam to the heater, this inlet having 
the two branches 3' and 3", communicating, 
respectively, with the heater compartments. 
Each of these branches is rovided with a 
control valve 4, actuated 8 any suitable 60 
means, such as the hand whee 5, these valves 
providing means whereby steam maybe ad 
mitted to both compartments or may be shut > 
off from either com artment at will. 7 desig 
nates a water supp y connection having two 05 
branches, one of which enters the upper por 
tion of each of the heater com artments. 
Each of the branches is controlled y a valve 
8, and these valves are, in turn, controlled by 
?oats 9, through the connections 10, said parts 70 
providing‘ means whereby a substantially 
constant water level may be maintained in 
each of the compartments, and also means 
whereby the supply of water may be cut oil 
at will from either compartment. Each of 75 

' the vwater supply connections enters a suit 
able distributor 11 in the upper portion of 
its compartment, this distributor distributing 
the water to a series of corru ated pans 12. 
13 designates clean-out doors gr gaining ac- £3 
cess to the interior of the heater compart 
ments for removing and cleaning the pans, 
there being one or more sets of pans at each 
side of the partition plate 2. 
Each heater compartment is provided with $5 

a bottom outlet 14, the two outlets leading 
into a common junction box 15. Each out 
let is preferably covered by a hood 16, open 
at its bottom to permit the liquid to enter 
thereunder to the upper end cf the outlet 14, .91 
and provided with aeventing pipe 17, extend 
ing upwardly into the heater to a point above 
the liquid level therein. The junction box 15 
is provided with the two check valves 18, 
placed one at the discharge end of each of 95 
the connections 14. 19 designates a gate 
valve, actuated by a screw 20. When this 
valve is in its intermediate position, as shown 
in Figure 5, the outlet openings from both 
compartments of the junction box 15 are 1"" 
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open; but the valve can be moved in either 
direction from this position to close 'o? either 
compartment of said box, and thereby isolate 
the corresponding compartment of the 
heater. 4 

The outlet 21 from the junction box ‘be 
low the valve 19 is connected to a branched 
ipe 22, which supplies the separator 23. 
his separator is divided into two compart 

. ments by means of a partition plate 24, and 
each compartment preferably has in its 
upper portiona plurality of sets of distrib 
uting pans 25 (see Figure v4). In order to 
give each set of these pans its own independ 

-- ent su ply, each branch of the pipe 22 is 
again ranched, with one arm 26 arranged 
to su ply each set of pans. Each of the 
branc cs 26 is provided with a water-sealed 
control valve 27, controlled by a ?oat 28. 
The discharge from each branch 26 is into 
an inlet box 29, having lateral discharge 
openings 30, and surrounded by a hood 31, 
which con?nes the. water as it enters the 
separator for the vpurpose hereinafter de 
scribed. '. 

a Each compartment of the separator has 
an outlet 32, these two outlets leading into 
opposite compartments of a junction box 33, 
having a gate valve 34, similar to the gate 
valve 19, above described, this valve pro 

' viding means whereby either compartment 
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of the separator may be isolated. The j unc 
tion box 33 is also rovided with check 
valves 35, similar to t e check valves 18 in 
the junction box 15. 

36 is a condenser having a separate con 
nection 37' with each compartment of the 
separator, each of these connections being 
controlled by an independent valve 38. 39 
is an ejector for carr ing off the non-con 
dens‘ible gases from t e condenser. 
Each outlet branch 32 from the separator 

has its open inner end surrounded by a hood 
40, similar to the hood 16in the heater, this 
hood having a venting pipe 41, extending 
upwardl into the separator chamber to a 
point a ove the liquid level therein. 42 

. designates clean-out doors for the separator. 
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As many of these doors may be provided as 
desired. The Water sup 1y connection for 
the heater is connected y a ipe 43 with 
the condenser, the water supp y connection 
of the latter being shown at 44. 
The operation is as- follows: The water 

or other liquid which is heated in the com 
partment of the heater flows into the sepa 
rator under the control of the ?oat valves 28. 
A partial vacuum is maintained in the con 
denser. The temperature and‘ pressure 
maintainedin the separator compartments are 
definitely lower than the temperature and 
pressure in the heater. The hot water en 
ters the separator at ‘a region of lower pres 
sure and temperature, giving up instantane 
ously a portion of the amount of its con 
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tained heat, thereby causing violent boiling. 
This boiling action is so violent as to scatter , 
the water through a considerable range, and 
it is for the purpose of preventing too wide 
scattering that the hoods 31, before de 
scribed, are provided, these hoods insuring 
the passage of the Water over ‘the pans 25. 
As a result of the sudden or instantaneous 
boiling of the water as it enters the separa 
tor, the vapors or gases contained therein are 
released and pass into the condenser where 
the vapors are condensed. The non-con 
densiblc gases arexexhausted by the action 
of the ejector 39. The water used for 
condensing purposes enters the condenser 
from some source having a temperature be- . 
lowthe temperature of the separator and 
passes put of the condenser at a higher tem 
perature through the pipe 43, by which it is 
conveyed to the heater compartment and 
distributed therein. If the amount of’ water 
passing through the separator, heater and 
condenser is the same, the temperature rise 
in the condenser will correspond to the tem 
perature drop in the separator, provided, 
however,vthat the temperature of-the water 
entering the separator is substantially equal 
to the temperature of the water in the 
heater, minus the temperature of the water 
in the separator. For practical operation, 
it is recommended that water having‘ a tem 
perature of from ?ve to ten degrees below 
those above mentioned should be employed, 
in order to reduce the cost of the condenser. 
For example, if the temperature of the 
heater is at 200° F., and the temperature in 
the se arator at 180° F., (the drop being 
20° F. , the rise in temperature of the water 
passing through the condenser will be sub 
stantially 20° F.; and the water entering the 
condenser will be at a temperature of about 
160° F., with some addition to provide for 
radiation losses, etc. If, however, the vary 
ing conditions are such that a smaller quan 
tity of water passes through the condenser 
than passes through the separator and 
heater, then the rise in temperature in the 
condenser will be greater than the drop in 
temperature of the separator and the initial 
temperature of the water, but the amount 
given up by the separator is substantially 
absorbed by the condenser. 

It is necessary in the carrying out of the 
invention that a definite ?xed'temperature 
difference be maintained between the heater 
and the separator, and’this isaccomplished 
by the water-sealed valves 27, which emit 
water to the separator: compartmentspro 
portionately, as. requiredvv There- vis, thus 
maintained a de?nite difference in, temp'erai-- 
ture in the separator as. compared, togthe 
temperature of the heater. and the, Water 
‘therein immediately before the water enters 
the separator. . 
‘ Byv the provision of the separate compart 
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ments in both the heatenand the separator, 
either compartment of the heater or either 
com artment of the separator may be iso 
late , so that one compartment can be thor 
oughly cleaned without interfering with the 
operation of the remaining compartments. 
The shutting off of one side of the heater re 
quires merely the closing of the control valve 
4 at that side, the disconnecting of the ?oat 
actuatin connections for the valve 8 at the 
same' si e, and the movement of the gate 
valvev 19 over the outlet port communicatin 
with the side of the heater to be isolate . 
The isolation of either compartment of the 
separator requires merely the disconnection 
of the ?oat-actuating connections for the 
valves 27 at that side of the separator, the 
closing of the valve 38 between the condenser 
and that com artment and the closing of the 
valve 34 to clbse the outlet from that com 
partment.‘ ' 

Each separator compartment is preferably 
provided with a blow-o?' 45, WhlCl'l can be 
opened for the compartment which is being 
isolated, thereby destroyin the vacuum at 
that side and permitting t e water to ?ow 
out. The heater may be provided with sim 
ilar blow-oil“. connections 45". ‘ 

It will be understood that the construction 
and arrangement which I have herein shown 
and described is illustrative only, and that 
it may be widely varied in practice. The 
essential feature of m invention is the pro 

, vision of means where y any desired portion 
of the heater or of the separator- or of both 
may be isolated to permit cleaning or repairs 
thereto, without interfering with the opera 
tion of the remaining compartments. Ob 
viously this can be. accompllshed in various 
ways. 
I claim: 
1. In an apparatus for separating gases 

‘ from liquids, a heater divided into com art 
ments, means for heating an one or a vof 
said compartments at will eit er individual 
ly or simultaneously, a separator having a 
vapor space and a liquid space, connections 
between each of the heater .compartments 
and the separator permitting the ?ow’ of 
heated liquid from the heater compartments 
to the separator through the vapor space 
therein, means for controlling'said connec 
tions to ermit either compartment of the 
heater to e isolated, and means cooperating 
with the separator for withdrawin release 
vapors therefrom, substantially as escribed. 

2. In an apparatus for the treatment of 
liquids, a heater, means for heating the same, 
a separator divided into compartments, each 
having a vapor space and a liquid space, con 
nections between‘ the heater and each com 
partment of the se arator permitting the‘ 
‘?ow of heated liqui from the heater to the 
compartments of the separator, said connec 
tions having controlling means whereby any 
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compartment of the separator may be iso 
lated, and means cooperating with the vapor 
space in any one or all ‘of said compartments 
for withdrawing released vapors therefrom, 
substantially as described. 

3. Apparatus for the treatment of liquids, 
comprising a heater havin separate com 
partments, a separator alsoiaving separate 
compartments, each havin a vapor space 
and a liquid space, and va ved connections 
'whereby either compartment of the heater 
may be connected with all the compartments 
of the separator or with any separator com 
partment for feeding liquid through the va 
por space therein, substantially as described. 

4. Apparatus for separating gases from 
liquids, comprising a heating chamber hav 
ing a plurality of compartments, a separat 
ing .chamber having a vapor space and a 
liquid space, a condenser connected with the 
vapor space ofthe separating chamber, and 
means for cutting out of service any com 
partment of the heater, substantially as de 
scribed. ‘ 

5.. Apparatus for separating gases from 
liquids, comprising a heating chamber hav 
ing a plurality of compartments, a separat 
ing chamber having a plurality of compart 
ments, a condenser connected with each com 
partment of the separator, and means for 
isolating any desired compartment of the 
separator, ‘substantially as described. 

_ 6. Apparatus for separating gases from 
liquids, comprising a heater having a plural 
1ty of'com artments, a separator having a 
plurallty 0 com artments, a condenser hav 
ing an indepen ent connection ‘with each 
compartment of the separator, and means 
for lsolatmg any desired compartment of 
either the heater or the separator and for 
isolatin the condenser from the compart 
ment 0 the separator so isolated, substan 
tially as described. , v 

. 7.. Apparatus _for separating gases from 
liquids, comprising a heater having a plu~ 
ra 1ty of separate compartments, a separate 
steam and liquid supply for each of said 
compartments, a separate outlet for each 
compartment, a separator having a liquid 
space and a vapor space, and a common con 
nection between the said outlets and the va 
por space of the separator, substantially as 
escribed. 

_ 8._ Apparatus for separating gases from 
liquids, comprising a heater having a plural 
1ty of separate compartments, a separate 
steam and liquid supply for each ofsaid com 
partments, a separate outlet for each com 
partment, a 'se arator, and a common connec 
tion between t e said outlets and the separa 
tor, the separator also having a plurality of 
compartments with a separate supply lead 
ing from the common connection to each of 
the compartments, substantially as described. 

9. Apparatus for separating gases from I? 
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-li uids, comprising a heater having a plu 
ra 'ty of separate compartments, a se arate' 
steam and hquid supply for eachof sai com 
partments, a separate outletwfor each com 
partment, ‘a separator, and a connection be 
tween the said outlets and the separator, the‘ 

' separator also having. a plurality of com 
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partments with. separate supplies; leading 
from the heater to each of the compartments, 
each of the compartments of the separator 
having a separately controlledinlet valve in 
its supply connection, substantially as de 
scribed. ‘ " 

10. Apparatus for separating gases and 
liquids comprising a heater, a separator and 
a condenser, the separator having a plu 
rality of compartments, each of said com 
partments having a separate valved con 
‘nection with the condenser and each of said 

, compartments also having a separate valved 
supply connection leading to the outlet of 
the heater, substantially as described. 

11. Apparatus for separating gases from 
li uids, comprising a heater havinga plu 
rality of ' compartments, a, separator also 

a‘ plurality of compartments, and 
valve connections for said compartments, 
whereby either compartment of either the 

‘ heater or the separator may be isolated, said 
separator‘ and heater having‘means for per 
mitting access to their respective compart-f 
ments,-‘substantially as described.- . 

v 12.‘ In an apparatus for the treatment of 
' liquids,v a heater,- means for heating the 
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same, a separator divided into compart 
ments, each having a vapor space and a 
liquid space, connections between the heater. 
and each com artment of the separator per 
mitting the ow of heated liquid from the 
heater tothe compartments of the separator, 
said connections having a controlling means 
whereby any compartment of the‘ separator; 
may be isolated, and means cooperating with 
the vapor space in any one or all ‘of said 
compartments for withdrawmg released‘ va 
pors therefrom and .recovering the‘heat of. 
such: vapors, substantially as described. 

13. An apparatus for deaerating water 
comprising a chamber havin ‘a liquidspace 
and a'- vapor space, a con enser provided 
with a cooling water supply connection and 
operating to maintain substantially con 
stant conditions of pressure within‘ said 
vapor space, a connection for conveying eon 
denser cooling water from the‘ condenser to 

_ said chamber and including means for sup— 
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plying additional heat to heated water, 
means-in said last-mentioned connection op 
erative in,v accordance with demands for 
treated water on said chamber for deliver 
ing condenser cooling water to‘ said cham 
her in a substantiallycontinuous manner,-and 
means for. separately conveying condensed. 
vapors from said condenser to said chamber 
at condenser pressure and in a substantlally 

continuous ' manner, substantially as de 
scribed.v v 

a 14. Apparatus for producing substantially 
air free water, comprising a vtemperature 
stage, a pressure stage, means for-passing the 
water from the temperature stage to the pres 
sure stage,v a surface type vent condenser co 
operating with and freely open to one of said 
stages'and effective for continuously return 
ing- its condensate to such stage at the res 
sure of. the condenser, and'delivering it t ere 
to atsubstantially said pressure, and means 

' for-passing the cooling vwater from the con 
. densertosaid temperature stage. 

-. 15.- In anapparatus for produclng substan 
tially airfree water, a-temperature stage, a 
pressure stage, means for supplying to said 
temperature stage,~ heat in. accordance with 
demands, meanssfor passing the liquid ?rst 
to the temperature stage and then to th'epres 
sure stage, in accordance with demands for r 
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de'aeratedwater, and a surface typezvent‘coni ' ' 
denser continuously-cooperating, with one of 7 
said stages ‘and operative for returning its 
condensate thereto-in a substantiallycon 
tinuous manner at condenser pressure, and 
delivering it thereto at substantially said 
pressure. ’ 

16. In an apparatus for producing ,air free I 
water, a temperature stage of water treat 
ment,>.a pressure stage of water treatment, a 
vent condenser cooperating with the pressure 
stage and 'e?’ective. for. returning its con-_ 
densate thereto at condenser pressure, [and 
delivering it thereto at substantiallysaid 
pressure, and means for supplyin the-water 
to be deaerated successively to sai condenser, 
temperature stage and pressurewstage in ac 
cordancewith demands for deaerated water. 

- 17 . In an apparatus for producing substanf' 
tially air free water, a heater constituting. a 
temperature stage of: water treatment con- ' 
structed to'supply heat to the liquid in accord’ > 
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ance with the work being done therein, a re- - 
ceiver constituting a'press'ure stage and effec 
tive for receiving liquid from the tempera 
ture stage, and a vent condenser cooperating 
with one of said stages and e?ective in a sub 
stantially . continuous manner‘ for returning. 
its condensate thereto at condenser pressure, 
and delivering it thereto at substantiallysaid 
Pressure. I ' .~ - ' , ' ' 

-_ '18., In an apparatus for producing substan 
tially ,811‘ free water, a heater constituting a 
temperature stage of water treatment con 
structed to supply heat to the liquid in ac 
cordance with the work being done therein, 
a receiver constituting a pressure stage and 
effective for receiving liquid from the tem 
perature stage, and avent condenser coop 
erating with one of said stages and e?'ective 
in a substantially continuous manner for re_ 
turning its condensate thereto at condenser 
pressure,’ and maintaining it during its return 
at substantially said such pressure, there 
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being means for feeding the water to be de 
aerated successively to said vent condenser, 
temperature stage and pressure stage, in ac 
cordance with demands for deaerated liquid. 

19. ‘In an apparatus for producing substan 
tially air free water, an induction heater con 
stituting a temperature stage of water treat 
ment, a receiver adapted to receive heated 
liquid from said temperature stage and con 
stituting a stage of pressure treatment for the 
heated liquid, a vent condenser continuously 
cooperating with one'of said stages for main 
taining substantially constant conditions 
therein, said condenser being effective for re 
turning its condensate to one of saidcstages 
at condenser pressure, and maintaining it 
during its return at substantially such pres 
sure, and means for successively supplying 
the water to be deaerated to said condenser, 
induction heater and receiver in accordance 
with demands on the apparatus for deaerated 
Water. 

20., In an apparatus for producing sub 
stantially air free water, a temperature stage, 
a pressure stage, a water supply communica 
tion between said stages, means for deliver— 
ing the water to be deacrated ?rst to the tem 
perature stage and then through said com 
munication to the pressure stage, means for 
supplying heating steam to the apparatus, 
the temperature stage comprising an open in 
duction heater for bringing the steam and 
water into intimate. contact and for control 
ling the amount of steam and heating the 
water in the temperature stage to bring it to 
a temperature as high as possible in the pres 
ence of the air therein, said pressure stage 
comprising a contact heater performing no 
substantial heating duty, and a surface type 
vent condenser cooperatlng with and freely 
open to one of said stages and effective for 
continuously returning its condensate to said 

- stage at the pressure of the condenser, the 
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return connection being of such construction 
as to maintain the condensate at substan 
tially condenser pressure during its return. 

21. An apparatus for producing substan 
tially air free water, comprising a tempera 
ture stage, a pressure stage, means for pass 
ing the water from the temperature stage to 
the pressure stage, a surface type vent con 
denser having a continuously open vent, said 
condenser cooperating with and freely open 
to one of said stages and effective for con 
tinuously returning its condensate to said 
stage at the pressure of the condenser, the re 
turn connection being of such construction as 

- to maintain the condensate at substantially 
condenser pressure during its return, and 
means for passing the cooling water for the 
condenser to said temperature stage. 

22. An apparatus for producing substan 
tially ‘air free water, comprising a tempera 
ture stage, a pressure stage, means for pass 
ing the water from the temperature stage to 
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the pressure stage, a surface type vent con 
denser cooperatlng with and freely open to 
one of said stages and effective for continu 
ously delivering its condensate to such stage 
at substantially the pressure of the condenser, 
means for continuously withdrawing non 
condensed vapors from the vent condenser, 
and means for passing the cooling water for 
the condenser to said temperature stage. 

23. In an apparatus for producing sub 
stantially air free water, a temperature stage 
of water treatment, a pressure stage of water 
treatment, means for supplying to said tem 
pcrature stage heat in accordance with de 
mands and for raising the temperature of the 
water in the temperature stage substantially 
as high as it can be raised by such heat in the 
presence of the air content of the Water and 
steam, to thereby eliminate as much of the 
air content as it is possible to eliminate at 
that temperature, means for passing the 
water ?rst to the temperature stage for pre 
liminary air removal and then to the pres 
sure.stage in accordance with demands for 
deaerated water, said pressure stage being ef 
fective for removing substantially all of the 
air remaining in the water after treatment in 
the temperature stage, and a surface type 
vent condenser continuously co-operating 
with one of said stages through a freely open 
connection and operative for returning con 
densate formed therein to the stage with 
which it cooperates in a substantially con 
tinuous manner at substantially condenser 
temperature, and delivering it to such stage 
at substantially said temperature. 

24. Apparatus for producing substantially 
air free water, comprising a temperature 
stage of Water treatment, a pressure stage of 
water treatment, means for passing the 
water from the temperature stage to the 
pressure stage, a surface type vent condenser 
cooperating with and freely open to one of 
said stages and effective for continuously re 
turning its condensate to such stage at sub 
stantially the temperature of the condenser, 
and delivering it thereto at substantially said 
temperature, and means for passing the cool 
ing water from the condenser to said tempera— 
ture stage. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set 

my hand. 
WILLIAM S. ELLIOTT. 
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